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THE IMPACT OF VARVES ON SOLAR PHYSICS

R.N. Bracewell

Space, Telecommunications and Radioscience Laboratory, Stanford, CA 94305-4053

[Invited Talk to Solar Cycle Workshop, Stanford Sierra Lodge,

Fallen Leaf Lake, May 10-14, 1987]

Abstract. The discovery of 680-million year old varves by George Williams in South

Australi recording several millennia of fossil solar cycles, is a most exciting development

that is bound to make an impact on solar physics. Already new problems of physical un-

derstanding have been posed by the the 315-year Elatina cycle and the separate 350-year

cycle, or undulation (Williams, 1985, 1986, Williams and Sonett, 1985). The Elatina cycle

evidences itself multiplicatively in the form of amplitude modulation with a distinctive nonsi-

nusoidal envelope, while the undulation component is additive and quasisinusoidal (Bracewell -.

and Williams, 1986. -Both of these periodic phenomena are present in historical records of

sunspots, but would not have been discerned from modern solar observations, which do not

date back far enough. The explanation of two such sharply defined periods, in addition

to the less sharply defined 22-year magnetic cycle, will require an understanding of solar

physics that we do not yet have. Examples of the impact that the varve discovery is begin-

ning to make are given, and a previously proposed mechanism for driving the activity cycle

is extended in terms of a magnetic wave propagated radially outward from a deep torsional

oscillator.

i. Stability of the Magnetic Cycle

The point of view provid ed by the varves has been a stimulus for son i new discoveries .

of a physi al kind. It ha-s been accepted that the du ration of tli sol r s emicycle' raiig.(l ".

front 8 to 17 years averaging 11.1 ±1.55 years for the period 1611 to 1976; the ratio of

the mean period T to the stan(lard deviation AT was 7.2. 'This poor frequency stability

suggested relaxation oscillations or damped resonanwes rather thai quasi-nionocliroinatic
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circumstances. Now an additive undulation lengthens and shortens the interval from one

sunspot minimum to the next in a calculable way and so the semicycle duration may be

compensated. A simple way to do this is to work with the interval from one minimum to

the next but one. We then see that the 22-year magnetic cycle has a standard deviation of

only 2.1 years; thus the duration of the solar cycle is intrinsically much more stable than was

thought (Bracewell, 1985, Bracewell and Williams, 1986). This conclusion, which is shown

strikingly in Fig. 1, is in harmony with a statistical analysis by Dicke (1978) who argues

against a random walk in the phase of the sunspot cycle.

0 Fig. 1. Hfistograms for the duration of (a) sunspot semicycles, AT/T = 7.2, (b) sunspot
magnetic cycles, AT/T = 11.5, (c) varve semicycles AT/T = 6.8, (d) varve magnetic cycles
AT/T = 11.6 (from Bracewell and Williams, 1986).

2. The Third Harmonic
Harmonic analysis of the alternating sunspot number series R±(t) (Bracewell, 1953) has

revealed that what appeared to be a third harmonic (Cole, 1973) of the 22-year fundamental
is present also in the varves; but this perturbation is not really a harmonic at all, since it is
not periodic. It is better understood as resulting from a three-halves nonlinear dependence
of R±(t) on an inferred quasi-sinusoidal underlying infituence RIMn(t). The perturbation has
the effect of sharpening the semicycle shape in accordance with a nonlinear relation

R = 100 IRi,2 /s 31 /2 sgn( 1?hn )

(Bracewell, 1987) introducing an inflcxion into the crossover between one senicvcle and the
next. The nature of this effect is illustrated in Fig. 3, which adopts the idea (Bracewell, 1953)
of treating the sunspot number in odd semicycles as negative. ()t period of a sinusoid is
shown in the presence of a negative offset, such as existed around 1910 and produced sunspot
maxima alternating between high and low (zig-zag effect). The second senicycle, which is
both strengthened and lengthened, is sharpened by the nonliniaritv, while the precedig
semicvcle is made blunt. Although the semicycle (irations A I1 a nil 3(C have bien rendered
unequal, the duralion AC of the magnetic cycle is not munch mnchnged from tie p¢riod A"('(
of tihe Initial S1n soild.

* Fig. 2. The sunspot number ?±(t ) is dlerivable throuph a tH e halves powor law fronm an
undsrlying quasi-siumsoidal variation lI?,,(t).

'Ih'i removal of artifacts lie to iioilinearitv will S.inlplify s'lbseq inl [lhvsial intilrpreta-
tion. Sinspot arv, which has b n regard ed as more significant than siunspot nubr, has
been found to reqiire a slight ly st ronger correction for nonlinearit v.

* Fig. 3. A sinusoid ( ) in the presetice of negative offset ( --- -) as affected bynonlinearity gives rise to the heavy curye, which exhibits inil-lxions at the zero crossing and is

sharpened if strong.
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3. Mechanisms for Solar Activity
It is a matter of vigorous discussion whether the surface manifestations of the solar cycle

are underlain by zonal vortices (Bjerknes, 1926), toroidal fields (Babcock, 1961), azimuthal
rolls (Ribes et al, 1985, Wilson, 1987a), or by some other cause (Wilson, 1987b). The
prime mover for these fluid dynamic features is variously taken as the differential rotation,
or convection, or is left underspecified, as with models invoking simultaneous initiation in
opposite polar regions. Existing theories may also be categorized as to the phenomenon
causing the observed quasi- period icity. Yule's (1927) model was a resonator excited by
random excitation; it failed, but largely because of the constraint forcing alternate extrenia
to be equal. It could be revived with reference to the alternating sunlspot number concept
J?± and in effect has been in Dicke's analysis of phase behavior. Babcock's miodel is in thIe
category of a relaxation oscillator, where the period is set, not by a resonator, but by a
relaxation process. The period of Wilson's convective rolls, whose power comecs in part fromt
dynaino action, is set by the time taken for the dynamo wvave to reach the equator.

A different kind of scenario was introduced by Wal~n (1949) and later enitertainedl by
Ri1chardson and Schwarzschild (1949), Menzel (1959), Dicke (1970), Lal~onte (1986) and inl
mny own papers. Only partial developments of the idea have been given; the commnon thread
is that zonal magnetic fields originate at a level below the convective layer, rather than In it.

4. Two Correlations Requiring Explanation
A submerged central source is of particular interest to me because it seemls to offer a way

of explaining thle correlation between phase and amrplitude (Dlicke, 1978). This correlat i
was strongly reconfirmed by Hlilbert transform analysis (B~racewell, 1985) which Yielded

A6~/27-. =O.O0lSE(f) + const

for the relat ion betweeni Instantaneous envelope Et(1I) and i ristait anecolis phlase dlepart 111re Ao.
The central source proposal also offers a possible D~oppler shift inecliarisin (B racewell.

1985) for a negative correlation dliscoveredl by Waldnieier (1935). Ini Ierilis of thI st a iia-
neouis envelope EUt) we find

'At -O.0413E(t) +j const

for the variation It in cycle length. Areasonably good ret rodlict ion of t li suiit our tliker
series canl be constructed takinrg into accounlt I ecnnI o e e- vi'ln~ ia ( n

velope, and the two) kinds of sectila r cycle known [rooml thle va rves (I 1racewel I. 19SG; H II('iS
tlie tentative work inrg tiiodel lyinrg bhminrd riiv view of t ie solar cy*vc I c

5. Torsional Oscillator as Magnetic Wave Sotirce
D~eep inI thle Stili. pictulre a flywheel whose center arid axis coincide1. Wlk'i'- tilj ;ipprt

inimately, wit It It( lieimass center anr axis of angua moiei u ftest.Hel-wme slk

tf peilittiOf at Clock anid execuites I orsional vibratitons whose period I-,~e ,v at il lie sr ;d tc
air ipl it de of irmot ion. by I lie rot at ional kinclic -'lergy of lie flywheel aid lvHte pitteritial
eFINrgy of mlagnilc field lins st ret ched by t i rot at onial inot ion. I he''i, n-iirs~ h
fly.wheel are-( not known nor is the st rerigtil of thle 11a-ietic field. hill tlie enetvdiverte14d
Iloil ti .le Icail 11(1 10t'~V willie Ini the sirlred tone into iotaitioiA kinetk ic rtu% 0' lit-e l\
whleel bahanices the dlrpirig by viscositY anid walve radiat ion. Ill ot her w Ords t14I l1en it a thck
(toIiii)risniilg ani ('iti'g Source. it r('sorltt (. anid at riolihliid airiiii iftt' 11clittii i1io I hait ,L 1 r
thet ainilit ide. Tie phYsical coroit1 ilolls ninlist be ('orlipat iblL wit hi Stal aIt' riiniriw Of t lit t(
si1nCe l'recarinbiiai t iies ait t ie( lates. I Te rot toll of a deep-seatedl (hitoni~itte ciltit' flitr

D~icke (197S).Z



Now imagine a wave, whose features are not yet known except that it possesses an
azimuthal magnetic field with an equatorial nodal plane, being launched upward into the
two hemispheres, the wave radiation to the north being in antiphase with that to the south.
At intervals of I11 years, zonal magnetic fields arrive at the base of the convection zone where
events leading to observable surface phenomena play themselves out, perhaps in much the
same way as in other current working models.

Many questions can be asked about details of the wave source and the wave propagation
that cannot at present be answered. Nevertheless it is customary to work with incomplete
mc~dels of this type with a view to seeing how consistent they are with observed phenomena. I

.Itheory of continental dIrift is an example of anl incomplete pictuire that was widlely
adopted as a working hypothesis even while basic dletails such as the miechanismi that drives
the drift, an th nergy source, remainedl uncertain.

What observed effects does the magnetic wvave picture have a bearing onl' Onle is t he
semnicvcle shape, which can h~e accounltedl for rather simply by buoyancy forces (Parker 1979)
accelerating the wave crests and t roughis relative to the wvave nodes (Bfracewell, 1985, 1987 ).In1
Fig. ~3 no provision was mnade for seinicvcle asymmetry. 'I'lle wave model dlescrib~ed here does
however have the capacity to explain hel( early occurrence of stinspot maximum in strong
semicvcles as a conIsequence Of Magnet ic b~uoyancy. J1ust as a solmni wave is steepened onl
the leading slope becauise the dentser crest travels faster, so magnetic buoyancy (causes the
earlv arrival of the w~ave anitinodles relative to the nodes. It becamle possib~le to carry oit
the app~licable ltuo *vanicv correctijon after thle dliscovery of the three-halves law, presenit bothI
iml the varves andl sunispot nwlimilers, allowed tis olbscurinwg nonlinear effect to be' relilovedl
It was found that sen icycle sllaJpes could( be match'led simplv inl ternis of in.axi nIIwnwI stilsJ~ot
nunmber ats t he cont rolli ig paramweter (Blracewell . I 987). This is anl at tractive featutre of aI
model with1 radial wave p)ropagat ioni fronti deep torsional oscillator. It is niot to be' conifused
withI anl alppeal to 1buoyalncy Inade I); Dicke (197)7 In ctnatection wilbI the phlast-aflnplif ilde
correl at 1011

The oserveil correlanti bet wee'n awuipli tide and seinicycle period n oted 1) \Vy aldnierCT
19:15) is at tri but able (Blracewell I I 95) to t lie IDoppler effect of at t iIIC wwwe\l vIwi, ray-pJat Ii

letigt It (t tli klind of freqIiewwcy shift t lhat ;1iises wit It st at jowwarvy solilld SoIirt'e all detect or in1 t lie
Jpresevite of at convectiwig inediiiw . Siwice t lie discovery of tliet varves. It has lbecomut' icessa;r v
to allo0W for, wwI~iecliins capable of plodwdiciwli!, hotIll flie, rat hew siiiihttilal 35(0 veiiw iiiwlat iton
anld the iwio)re cowilplex, dtumwblc- limilwt 3115- year Flat iwa cycle. A iatwiral recsoiaiie of t lie
wave propagation st rilci ire has litei sit!gested fi t ili. 350- \earit pemiod (Blracewell, I 5);tliet
sVCowiil CoUlti coiccivatlv rIli t lie. prt'siiwiied fwillwhtl. whlid itIll geliewtwl rili"Izl be (.Xj)(tI

tipr(ct'ss ati ittate. ptwrhiaps urn l'i inli S Ites i d llt'~ tilt 44 tllc>ui amxs w%-it
r'espenct (4) 114 Ii' cliIt it.

Pha,, 4, *.i .lw *.1"Il hc*.ie l d l~ c ;1 l, a lr 111.I



analysis of the varves will place even tighter limits on the instability of the clock.
6. Conclusion

Clearly the magnetic wave idea is incomplete but contains some interesting possibilities
and is compatible with the observations mentioned. It remains to sharpen up the difficulties
this idea must overcome and to entertain it as a standard against which to compare the
successes and difficulties of the convective roll and surface dynamo theories which we are
also struggling to develop into comprehensive theories.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig.1. Histograms for the duration of (a) sunspot semicycles, AT/T = 7.2, (b) sunspot
magnetic cycles, AT/T = 11.5, (c) varve semicycles AT/T = 6.8, (d) varve magnetic cycles
AT/T = 11.6 (from Bracewell and Williams, 1986).

Fig. 2. The sunspot number R+(t) is derivable through a three-halves power law from
an underlying quasi-sinusoidal variation Rji,(t).

Fig. 3. A sinusoid (- ) in the presence of negative offset ( ------ ) as affected by
nonlinearity gives rise to the heavy curve, which exhibits inflexions at the zero crossing and
is sharpened if strong.
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